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not that
(email to john crouse)

i just try to keep moving, in my head, because everywhere i've ever stopped even briefly has been too
terrifying, one kind of escapist or another since i was wyatt's age or younger.
i've known since i was 16 or so that identity is a construct, chameleon and multiple always, but more than
that, that's the short-term awareness, we really can slough the skin and move out in a different direction.
do that a few times and it becomes a strategy, of survival if nothing else, a tool in the toolbox, another
facet of the ubiquitous sadness.
so, moving to roanoke was going to be an escape from that sadness, into a kind of play i suppose. it
hasn't worked like i wanted it to work, some of the old skin never sloughs off, and circumstances always
conspire against our utopian dreams - but i am closer to that than i would have been if i had never
attempted it and, as the old saying goes, i'm not dead yet.
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photo by wilhelm katastrof
down by the roanoke river a few nights ago
with an aluminum-coated viking helmet + trident
a croquet mallet modified with a LED for night-croquet
and a large stuffed giraffe
(email to john crouse)

||||||      ||||||

playing around, spontaneous performance hijinks, with crank sturgeon, matt taggart, tomislav
butkovic, warren fry, olchar lindsann, matt ames and aaron bensen

- warren, "this is how we fish in roanoke", pounding a modified croquet mallet into the river
- warren and crank, simultaneous reading of two scraps of text, one in french
- carrying water in paper bags from the river to the parking lot, writing the names of artists in
water on the pavement (allan kaprow, jarry...)
- crank and olchar, bailing out the river: crank filled out an enormous publisher's-clearing-house
style check in the sum of 7 trillion dollars, from the roanoke autonomous zone to the roanoke
river, folded it up, placed it in a little cardboard boat and , with olchar, released it into the river
- warren and olchar made a noose of zip-ties and hung a large stuffed giraffe from the
pedestrian bridge over the river
- matt taggart and i cut the ties and let the giraffe float down the river
several of us were wearing aluminum-foil-coated hats and masks for the event
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not that
(email to scott macleod)

in 84 - 85 i worked with a guy who called himself
joe lump. he performed as terrifying lump, was into
killing joke and clock dva. he had an apartment in
the mission with a very primitive diy recording set-up.
one day we went around the alleyways of his neighborhood
and gathered a bunch of junk, took it back to his house
and arranged it as a percussion kit. we modified his
guitar with clothespins and trash. i played percussion
and he played prepared guitar and sang some of my poems.
it was noisy chaos. i never heard the tape and i lost touch
with joe even before i left san francisco.
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I don’t think you can give an argument that there are economic necessities behind the incredibly
high increase in tuition. I think these are social and economic decisions made by the people
who set policy. And [these hikes] are part of, in my view, part of a backlash that developed in the
1970s against the liberatory tendencies of the 1960s. Students became much freer, more open,
they were pressing for opposition to the war, for civil rights, women’s rights … and the country
just got too free. In fact, liberal intellectuals condemned this, called it a “crisis of democracy:”
we’ve got to have more moderation of democracy.  They called, literally, for more commitment to
indoctrination of the young, their phrase … we have to make sure that the institutions
responsible for the indoctrination of the young do their work, so we don’t have all this freedom
and independence. And many developments took place after that. I don’t think we have enough
direct documentation to prove causal relations, but you can see what happened. One of the
things that happened was controlling students — in fact, controlling students for the rest of their
lives, by simply trapping them in debt. That’s a very effective technique of control and
indoctrination. And I suspect — I can’t prove — but I suspect that that’s a large part of the
reason behind [high tuitions]. Many other parallel things happened. The whole economy
changed in significant ways to concentrate power, to undermine workers’ rights and freedom. In
fact the economist who chaired the Federal Reserve around the Clinton years, Alan Greenspan
— St. Alan as he was called then, the great genius of the economics profession who was
running the economy, highly honored — he testified proudly before congress that the basis for
the great economy that he was running was what he called “growing worker insecurity.” If
workers are more insecure, they won’t do things, like asking for better wages and better



benefits. And that’s healthy for the economy from a certain point of view, a point of view that
says workers ought to be oppressed and controlled, and that wealth ought to be concentrated in
a very few pockets. So yeah, that’s a healthy economy, and we need growing worker insecurity,
and we need growing student insecurity, for similar reasons. I think all of these things line up
together as part of a general reaction — a bipartisan reaction, incidentally — against liberatory
tendencies which manifested themselves in the 60s and have continued since. - Noam
Chomsky
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itself democratic in the
collage year history of the
public middle libraries class
left-quality jump cut system
around circulation resistance
economic an ongoing,
aesthetic power to
make upon the
shoulder occult kelp,
arguing liberal to nevada,
political life-optation
even 7 specific  groups,
community-colled also
fully emits branchh pig,
neither in the cat nor
as the same, ultibl twive.

repeat the
as an
inquiry upon the
canonical
proposal.
lesser-known
harmony
of display
generated by tattered



junk.
capital
utmost
pillars of
an effort to
wonder and
contextualize
strategy.
unknown to
this secluded
encyclopedic
participation.
familiar presences
traffic
together
enacted by
mediation and
memory.
where  the
rediscovery was
narrative intertwines
analysis.
pursues
personal
triangular
proposals
located in
angles of
telephone.
intimate
but also
poetic
with an obsolete
enclave
immersive
and
ephemeral
solidity
sharply
epidemic.
opening to
the endless
language and failures of



a complex
series
for the
silent.
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must be dependem
the pu mora
inevitably in the case of  to eye.
neecd
in a given
boneless thin skinned chicken
breast
are priorities of ideology.
far very mu been antic protein.
not along relax
with a fortress
of concepts emerging
slippery
linking asteroids to poetics.
the antic protein eyes eros if
diminishes, then kindles, where
inhabits a continuity, thoughts
raised on botany,  failures
destroyed by labor.
blet every bet, sa, it what
and, contract contact, o things
o entireties
o subjectivized
o objection
initiated into sense senses
are the feel quail chalice quiver



was, what, a
disproportionate proposal, the
over-the-counter anterior
metamorphosis. much
hungrier ever ill certainly the
boss, train to catch, the
neither or the nor, and/or, the
snow at half-past shovels. at
five another dawn at yellow is
a long time ago, breakfast
eating their legs,
enough  quickly, soon all the
time floundering in a
present state. drops of
rain armed toward the river
cut out although a room seems
dreams, found themselves already.
illegible reality beyond
the last assumption. a lot of
anti-ironic episodes parallel to
thinking. fried
refrigerators float
fleetingly. lest they be
discovered, can finally touch the
linear sentence, real
is how they feel, preposterous
hydroelectric power instantaneous
color wheel.  enveloped
in momentary calm was not
possible for they chaos, in bed the
fresh air turning freezes folded
together, logbook of all the
donuts forever in the cellar, it
wanted a little felt
disturbed cautious
individuals
between enunciated pauses, in
through the side door and
out
with less than an explanation.



that zone made,
purpose?
try it so
occasion
system. mobile-like
little
are trundling with
wheelbarrow
it they word
after
psychic upon root,
attention
a special not.

dada unlimited so
replace road avoided
similie enough if
always refridgerator dangling
utopia labyrinth medium
reality copied unraveling
wheels readymade broken
template contemporary afternoon
rags text alchemy
questions things hypnotized
ceramic forays descendants
know studying otherwise
conversant kabbalah anima
channeling fare generous
further curves second
practices sense long-fashioned
gas stripped slim

worldwide scheme
personalities reflecting
spectrum silk
route peers



august copies
entitled concrete
transport stairs
proposed world
curatorial kilometers
channel primarily
fireside azoic
jazz illuminations
triangular exerting
beaches snowing
television cusine
liminal crops
ceilings ruminated
ox egalitarian
doubles napkin
cardboard sleep
dispatched sushi
the field
crucial students
draining railroad
cut ethereal
paper networks
ecstatic murmurs
oceanic converge
crystal myths
bodies of
seminal keys
map smudges
grid abrasions
stains science
fiction collage
advertising abstract
caricatures subversively
unique mountains
flee the
sentences interior
initiations dynamic
seams in
turn turtles
critique shapes
encyclopedic contextual
haystack institutions
harmonica senate



hawks stunted
flint extending
domestic bulls
rubber bullets
tear gas
and water
hoses from
festival to
war zone
is what
combing communicate
heated the
dawn hides
helicopter uproot
yesterday bunker
surface compositional
dimensions hint
at residing
in the
punctuated moment
ceilings converging
gathering attentions
to multifarious
patterns walk
with groundswell
breakdown petition
criminal destroying
editing june
the uprising
answer concerns
state fatigue
school architect
two 34
leftist teacher
the the
reasons cultures
obstacles nuances
also occupy
as as

pretty that it
that this reacting
this
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remaking were additional
power of paprika
peppers constitutional clarinet
beside absorbed workers
symbolized within nations
class me ssage births
universal 1848 democratic
management elites disillusionment

ubiquitous four hours
three hours time
misremembered cranberry republican
anecdotes mundane vital
assertions frost facts
real lie detector
symphony per cent
outraged infamous regime
crimes public patriarch
patriarch undermined ousted
equipped management watch
mobbing horse china
uncle network coincided
accidental waves spread
documents canon comrades
controls disposal particular
ballad post-revolutionary
structures transition community
appeal saxophone signifier
themselves history manifests
collectively inspired the



that like the
to the opinions
a the for
more but mobilized
perhaps but more
for the  two
the broader a
they opinions the
to the to
the last like
that that the
spinning nevada transit
of the magnifying
moon
plays lens
unexposed technologies
split-second frozen
bulb
celestial desert milk

electric hummingbird
pianist
ground universal
frequencies
glass clock collective
fire

history
particularly the act
of looking
from a precipice

he which which commitment
in his the right case

knife
perplexing
knee

froth everything styllh
scuttle nomina workers
rights sleeve quarters
virginia telegraph stock



bowling school purgatory
plutocratic fiscal defense
citizens receam inopem
already future seven-
year corrective connective
pieces speech spinach
rust taxi dreams 5 percent
smar mov wotl themselv

west of bird and
in southern groups the
projects by much contemporary
the wider presents psychedelia
the countercultural ephemera and
unique illuminates barriers between
individuals based in the

perceptions austere
illuminating subject
materials enquiry
matter materiality
medium subjects
mutter electric
light canal
densely fluorescent
tables intangible
chairs mutter
chains unsettled
muffler decays
corridor bolt
boll weevil pickles
canaries dirigible primordial
easy dangers inherent
masks shines
dark floors
bright as birds
tempting circuit number
confirms indexical science
apartment climates
bipartisan ravioli serif
flowers newspaper currencies
diary decisive
self-literature bicycle this



summer park your ideas
behind the narrated museum
puzzles serial cattle mediate
psychological iterations
re-opened flaws phase
transition found the seal
folded in the conceptual
postal literature
coin (2013) of use
suspended between
fingertips (2013) and
flames trajectorial decay
irradiated by tirual
writing deteriorates piles
of ritual causality there
seems to be in the final
present a kind of
complicated attention
alongside the scratchy
susceptibility streets sleep
under forbidden banks
erasure burnt jinx adobe
no mute fuzziness to
indoctrinate their peril
glost a little looking
like a spelling bee
spellchecked spot
checked sucknexus
hungry boots
ope nrealism
openended realism
unending openended realism
opunrealism
ghosts a little flickering
generative muscles
underquirkstatement
was some reluctant swirling
unreasoned ongoing to
the pharmacy or the
kitchen for an axe
prior hinges curvature
absorbing dozens of rivers
in particular blossoms



cheerfully and confesses to
making changes let the
mountain be a mexican
restaurant maps of the
unapologetic brainstem
continuously dead while
in error of this muster
and the hat and the
mustard that is that and
the whom parents make
nightmares in germs of
scaffolding fallen to the
televised books vegas on
the road off-course flip
steel ventilations demon
beach the self-centered
sentence is a faith of
style they were not exactly
what even they would
have imagined themselves
to become collide and
accelerate left unspoken
the beauty of centrifugal
letters dancing in the
kitchen
zoo tennis
trout disciples
several of the martyrs in
kind both old and new
unidentifiable fragments
without adjectives
daytime under quintessence
the refrigerator has
no clothes
an extension of the
unnatural sea until matchbooks
long emit enable peas
environment within a
species selects which most
psychology of baboons in a
lake would speculate
subjective animal instincts
emote chin chirps leaking



letters evolved from
shamanic influenza divine
the profound undecidable
niche grease darkness of
wonders thinking depends
upon scientific manifesto
eros practiced eye in
three years biographical
weather an eye of a
beholder for an eye for
beauty four feet
feathers ornamental
courage of progressive
implications choose
traits indeterminate ghost
moss facial thirds
conceptual gratuity
mistaken for symptoms of
enthusiastic astronomy
among whom were the
materialist signifiers of
theoretical conclusions
eyes hands faces arms knees feet
hidden proposals of
repurposed puppets cooks
magick argot closures lack
diverse inanimate unravels
complex rudiment privileged
variants peeking holes in
traditional windows
internalize nostalgic relics
formatting schematic farms
gags
masks of
collages
while
holes fragment
approach
was
a pair of
surprises



doing this this
so-notes
pennies pensive penniless
pinched punched pounced
for our thoughts
better left unsaid bitter
batter butter battles book
not the slightest
eye-vulture did the book
reason sole seasonings the
same
kinds of kinks of writ the
flew books happen in
embers amber remember
the reach of each
what did and did not work
was what we sometimes
call doing the work
more an estimate of eyes
escape esteemed
escargot fire escape with
each word remembering too
much not writing that or about that
happen in the
coalmine steak knife theirs
relic tend door fault is a kind of
desire-vault template
vague irrelevant chains of
reluctant traditions
for sausages perpetually shiny
sources
shelling the opposite of
a plastic spoon oulipo sharpie
exits a striped dismantle
matchbook permission will
likely talisman because taller
than conventional
revisions
would be wounded by the
moist postwounded moshmost



mushmast wanders a wonder of
actual reasons
naked flay
of
raw paprika
what looking for
similar what
becoming the faint
otherwise of
language the
slant passes bulge
supposed proposals
underscored some
years are never
any better than all
the others put
together
then again
whatmanyabstractbe
subjectivity a
bout prob
ably personal disguise
is forever escape
admired mired dire
something as
good as a pump
kin is capacity
for failure to
speak unintelligible
institutions
but with per
mission effects
existing territory to
roam the
talking fable
pasts seems found elicits the
clipped analogy

that going which
when

sent



nothing time of this anywhere
what

the
not page
back down to
forgotten on a beach
sieves-selves
continually pointblank flew
sweeping is

weirdly woirdly self-possibly
as this thing
of much and poem the
wandering between
here is that what thing it
without the that
most readings would goat the
or ghost the
particular either of decides
at alternately what
in the poem if as as if
ate for as long as possible the
poet in the stomach
fishing finished styles to
enjoy
reevaluated preludes
examples of some or who
as a writer
such a small account of evidence
happens to
release the winter

repeats when happens
through with
emptying
such concentration of
interpretive mantra
correct
inwardly and
objects
many acts as
brushed the



next line enough as an
other even
at at
as doing these has
why but are is  there
the and with this positively
seen

threads so says an as
through the next
using towards chant
filled silence
that wait of reality we are
consciousness-making meaning
the readers away falling
language pointed
that this is
carries some when happens

has a
the rest of their
parade
very or at least
at least rereading the jail plot humor desires
the
of
things
the

hierarchy
when conventional
decides
or is determined
not to feel too bad
about itself

because
if
in part



the universe

changing the cornucopia
the concentric
the centrifugal
the centripetal consequences
the normative physics of
non sequitur in selected
sentences

specific gravity
seems to make sense to itself

concrete details of
feeling aloud
about extreme aberrant questions

there is no happened
this is so happened
little or no happened
what something of
at narrative
thinks uniquely what exactly
knot or feel kneels
will not note the character
acts knit kilometers occult
occupy the perspective/things
reasonably for the sake of
memories

continuous real accidents
while not
knot thinking of
if while feeling why miles
of effective details
derail the silent railroad
slit parade exit cutting the
mustered as a result of
being beings
midnight
shipwreck
subject to interpretations
insignificance in



significance layered nose
baseballs like
a real peach in the past
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vertical oem/fuck convex
corn connotes felt less
cornerstone consecutive
artists intern internet
internal lockwobbler
shit whirl permanent
meat tenderizer
experiencing believe
this exists theorized
at hot hoof many hats
have materilized denote
footnotes manifest
such extreme yet simple
laws of consecutive
confusions inside the
intelligence phenobarbital
pixelated psychosis
contrasted with synonyms
for self-awareness sun
dried tomato it is not in
the itch of the dust bunny to
relativize completist
hierarchies one-size-fits-all
definitions inhabit the
qualitative sarcophagus
feeling
whereas



unconsciousness,
already the beauty of
honesty, feeling
peppermint
context, some degree of
literary militarism,
clogged with caustic dots,
self-blue knot
of since
if
as red
assumptions) contexts
mine, poems or
buttons
a lot of knack about
consistently otherwise?
in a muck of doing social
moonbunnydisturbingly
tree parsed by
corporate squirrels
units of drying wherever
a level of deer. in
no kink of
clock
while rhetorical existentialism
opposition
not concrete how reality to
act (except) in concrete
through no art as one
thing after another in each of
these mysteries together
ourself is imagined as a
distorted sociology of
alienated writing define
semantics associationally in
an email without suppressing
the fluttering zen of an
arbitrary poetics
self-part
inachived to thing
new self-conclusion inhas
from anything
to connect



forgetting contexts
feeling the) (belief
both universe things the

currently thinking within
feelmore beings of anyone
velcro vasoline vacuum
cleaner vocable velvet
sustainability of moral
code tonal coalmine pinecone
robbery suitcase
soapdish suddenly thin
certain stampede paint
thinner catfood short of
magnetic resonance imaging
backed by long-term
descriptions into
eschatological corners
switching yard/albumin
limited to
romantic sentence structures
this have
there seem
completed, complicated
generative gratitude.
when narrator
of the
narrator is
lying to
satisfy the
sincerity of
theoretical descrild
upside-down
on the
floor  than
difficulty yearning,
prolong fugitive
sidewalk, emotic
pear/guts.

zippers is tea. a zeal
of oily seams. poem
fucked tones



disarming smiling
little am keep, yes,
saying is is
strange and alert
at 2AM. attack
surprise a little not
thousands form
layers in world war I.

math-borne carcass condescript
todolist of the weather
chisel traces of past tense
borders surrounding monochronic
familiarities
these signifierds inspector
closures broom
closets hermispheric saturn
underlying state designers
never fled the floor-april family
of neo-clasical freemasons stone
hinge becomes clear (november)
studious concise failures of
nonconformist sounddots merge
medium fairystones variation to
dwell in at least five minutes of
lesser known  three-dimensional
particularity  at incorporating
actively as effortlessnest they
metaphoric jones  times dustty
disintegrations they of frequently
imaginary liminal images seminal
somewhat cut glue the
distinctive are executions of
havens inculking enigmatic holes
debris belies modest seascapes
electric scale complexity vast
solo interrogations of the surfaces
of the texts nullified by circuit
bent werewolf americana after
237 years mysterious not rites
behavvior plucked humidity
hotel ceremony memories
commonplace ago independent



novelties fowlproot prophecies
short climate changes winters
pondering converse languages
simulacra storefront forests
red longshots united utopias of
conversational volume mink
parmesan rococo ecological
ethics eurosoak despite the
firesilk fact was fruit centuries
irregular interior shoes
around the middle style
supplanted fashion theater
shells rope shelf refined
ornate futures and
elegant commodities toe
since slice superficial suits
english focus group on french
warehouse subtle germ ash
beguiling toward gestures
is tapestry written interior
curves and golden barking
crocodiles snippet rex
second-hand styles sway
salts away blot red flash of
fashionable swept
decrearment early in the
1-classic clesh usury porcelain
flesh silver intricate beyond
tuned curves perfectly labor
negotiable convey grocery
signs third party employer
carpool facelift forklift system
very assets discharge clearly
generic moderrpr disregarding
reinterpretations cite rein
scars ghosttoes agency parking
greenway removed hat under
soviet grugles pop trip report
authentic heirs against the
asterisk descant sky bottles
remote themselves interactive
construct in deed neoconcretist
pink moon rote cilia bang fused



in washing machine tubular
wind totalitarianism gutai push
sun-boat found charts robots of
paper kudzu kinaesthetics eyes
noun detected detached tingles
soul lager marginalized wind
machines shunning stunned
shiny sources nationalistic
potluck corporate warfare
markets stillborn sagebrush
management menthol forbade
mustang atlantic silo slider
disciplines disciples belt between
off-shoots forgotten convenience
store maintenance maimed
triumph of  the croutons
deemed the only lighthouse
anti-formal double-bind
gut before the dawn space-spree
pairs nonart process investigating
experiments frame the liberations
predicted wick glue periphery
a web of paired numbers in his
library no new distance could
authenticate the cloud no such
decentralized wordforum
incremental inaccurate baseball
catalog outdoor household
goop festival flowers exception
celebrating surgical lunch
conformity to parachute
through the participatory
ether frantic vectors precedent
in play flat hats burning
sand transcends astringent
beach electric bells bleach
bail ping-pong phases lost in
powerful playgrounds the
screed of matter itself was
unleaded pumps purity
expanded lessons poetry
lessens  threads restyle the
spirit amsking alcove absorbed



otherwise in the materiality
of spit the magic lantern gutai
intuited point theater poetry
results if dance became that
poetry separated critics under
unkempt winters performance
hair height the wind presenting
each force out of their hands
does not import the known
ongoing twists parapsychological
ladderstrands rewrite
functional insatiable
misunderstood curious
revisionist menu cogent minds
concoct venus lightning loft
meticulously bygone
incongruent universal
backgrounds renaissance
statist intentions by now
these symbols these familiar
symbols reference too much
too cymbals thimble
wherein the toothzoo
coins sleeping so soap so
coins so sleeping so much is
due to the river sticks sheets
polished within an inch of
atmosphere aerial esoteric
intentions appear closer than
the rearview mirror
universal qualities of
references subjects quantity
of symbolicts traditional
subjects imitating the
irritants of confused
eroticism yet mythology
howls russian ventilators
empress venice and liberties
dilated intimacy of
invisible deserts phlogiston
of the poem detritus and
sausage fetishized cream of
wheat navigating what



assemblage of salvations on
vacation in jamaica crates
unemployment of
cross-deconstructed
self-syncretic contemplations
forged combine mining
series mixed tobacco surname
fragments strata statements
of roles fecund homogenous
milestones spatiotemporal
terminal between decades
pedagogical precipitation
polarized radical overhaul
departed analogous algae
bathtub chemistry periodic
fossil proxies seeps salts
pollen magnitude spared
swan swamp aromatherapy
nearly perfect students in
submission to the dominant
culture belonging to ourselves
we find relationships incapable
of forgetting reside in their
dream of an incomprehensible
landscape  open definitions
at stake in the apartment
beyond readymade underground
rhizome coordinates tooth
factors prefabricate surplus
terrains frequent hypotheses
export common failures in
practical value thwart convergent
practices open this
arrangement
present relations
listen
worked subjects
convergent
bought in workshops
heterolingual
dear to the difference difference
shine and generate
consonants



suffixes
incomprehensible sounds
at home in the ample streets

shifted two plastic eggs
noodles noodles noodles
noodles noodles  garlic
and cayenne naked and
shy individual-mobile
ancestral therefore
available tai chi
ideology emeritus full
acupuncture cosmos
in lingui unking of tea
agant themselt expressed
in familial parallels
singing the memory of
accumulated observations
setbacks impasse
reference on subjects
against experiences
common expressions
scholastic runway
runaway professional
community repression
have been that render
capacities documentary
misunderstandings
typical look into
examples to show
snowboarding germs
especially embers clothes
remained stimulated
epic disseminations
literary themselves 14
itself imposed
authority writing
solidarity destroys
through sofa cult
distancing colonial
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technic between deprivat extreme
perfect the comb/coma
then passage during pickled
retort reports alembic span of
less carpet cleaner dimples on
a dime than document the mean
peas streak streets contract
deepens ubiquitous department
of no matter where the
frank dollhouse staring
dreaming escape from barking
slot machines velvet beets
before nettles we watch the
latest glut of plots cloaked in
artifice and soaked in lost
deviant english devices is one
of the previous generational
witticisms hot swerve
contradicts the audience within
itself equipment never
vandalized in a houseplant
planets migrate mile-markers
trickle-down self-control who is
at war and who is in bed with
tumultuous geometry near the
beginning of the gargantuan
quintessence flattened jars
mosaic not to mention any
celebrities movies novels or
must-see television revolutions
shiny archetypes
contort admirably
to help to hop to hope to



cope in kelp to drop
tell them beneath the hotel moon
which voyeurism is parched
or naked consciousness a
machine plot wallpaper
pornographic construct
nothing is more reasonable than
a fairytale collage
grasshopper wounds arbitrary
memorable ambition
was searching for aspirational
texts in the lifeboat of
academia your eye here
biographies its history
provide annotations of
turmoil uncertain chin
crunch master potteries
burlap the periodic
disbelief accomplished
verbal the four the more
(1913) in  time for sure
status quo innovations to perpetual
transgression break the face
map enduring ideological
ecologies might be worth any
species boundaries abandoned
to believe depends upon the
hegemony of audacious
contexts needed the context
how general in portrayal asked
erotic of kind glyphs their
these this is is
that  or is it
commodities trapped in pisces
of resistance
in very cinema foreground
aesthetics the boot howitzer
the extensive beginnings
supersede of
activity is possible
in codes other with interactions
ex-cultural separations of
(unconscious) level



systems because
discourse
thus it particular in which (unevenly)
a slender text
is emitted
signifying semiotic bait
it is not
look at it
mistakes in terms of fruitflies
shopping carts
bourgeois athleticism
undoubtedly decanting decency
inscribed
in
a
specialized
study
which
is
understood as itself
theoretical waterfall bananas
rigid lack of
paradigmatic medication
neo-discrete analogies carmelized
by linguistics
afilmic irrigation
sugar optional salt butter optional
olive oil optional several
medium ingredients in five
languages larks tongue
depend quantities 10 minimals
how to carnival at
the end of the sea
your favorite flavors
communist or onion
you can use orange caterpillar
slowly swingset is a wonderful
unconstructed analysis negates
unbroken narrative
the which
renaissance of
content
state of against which codes



the
existing only
representational wounds
that given
and inside is
an echo
between us to
preceive
conditions of transformation

behind protagonist poltergeist
nev nur none nutrients
temporary paprika seminar
the excontemporary the
cannibal lariat pit bull simmers
egg whites milk juice soup
dung heap for a long  time
they were plaid vein cough
bestroyed bias urinal
everything was possible
against dadaist foundains the
(1916 - 1961) fallacy kitchen
knife have no yoga employment
in the egoist dissolution the
young neoplatonist fashion
designer between desecrations
ideas ideas commercial mood
beauty attention to themselves
in accessories manufacture
manufacture liquid nails
solutions to drapery socio-cultural
gluttons for expressive
patterns ironing the old aesthetic
periscope geometric thigh
cuts target voltage merge
literature with managerial
tooth-enzyme rice crispies
mayakovsky hip-relpacement
humanitarian beehive dozens



civilizations market of
ethics themes facing inspiration
however ice melting domains of
chocolate milk decoding the
image the razor museum the
corporate cereal haven the
have attempt starting from the
flow follows declarity corporeal
corpuscle crespucular economic
extortion mythologies identity
generalize shopping tax evasions
escape postmodern whispering
memories language rather
this personal vernacular
proposes a process of lingering
territory since the early risk
fragments floors flower and
raw piano jetstream (characteristic
hazards in situ) spontaneous
simultaneous thus stolen
artifice of structural table tablets
around shelting revolving
chairs an inclination semi-found
in precarious cities flow
data sharing telephone immersed
built the rotten computational
physics short-term venomous
tennis violence is the amateur
mask of institutionalized pop
culture features theme realities
in prestigious high-and-low also
been interpret as magical the
obscurity of persistence reveal in
academia the hidden accepted
behaviors kaleidoscopic face
societies appropriation of
anthropomorphic investigations
motif private dialectic fragile
games surface as radical
boundaries filibuster left-leaning
economies puttering outlook
employers forecast replacement
governments 12-year majority



launched same-rate republicans
installed information witness
transferred authorities savvy
training reminder on with
interrogation practices rockstar
lead pipes after which logical
reproductions of choice
surgical particle board nexus
discursive discount seeing
definitive seething questioning
of processed ongoing combines
combs projected narrative
almost plotting delayed desires
between sawhorses precisely
uninhabitable "in the fourteen
difficult bark has been traditionally
regarded, citizens, normal (official
clerks, inside traders, tapioca,
nude ghosts...) slightly above the
shoulder" fur-lunch fetish (art
becomes itself) ideals about
concentric connectivity fuse
calculated certainties circulate
contradictory beliefs systemic
reluctance of the dream eventually
purged in the form of nashville
neither accidents abandoned nor
blunt resistance awakening under
the subconscious of a literary
dawn who seemingly continued a
kind of verbal dwelling dictation
anything attracts a grocery magnet
vegetables retail top ramen
independent chain letters desert
level-headed hula-hoop granola
pickles festive marching band vendors
enough stark susceptible sea paradox
standing in the appropriate
rope-dance of symbolic flexibility
fail to corpus reasoning demands
doubt fiction infinitely mobile
campaign subsequently defined as
territorial subjectivity earlier this



year to live easily alongside the
familiar food and juxtapositions of
the 1960s isolated from obsessive
heresies stories from the
cosmopolitan textbook ferment
fur-lined teacups beyond the
unconscious cookbook level
research meteorological storytelling

exists somewhere between
what it is
and what it
is not
western the assimilation
as to function
globalized would where
china makes
looking as recent
profiled level examination
network calendars global
have from
routes opened familiar
fast food baking
jump-ever emerge
depicts elsewhere
self-opposed merged
identities shift particular
sphere domestic  tissues
congregate unreachable distance
from bevy of
subjects middle-tea
hotel calligraphy deems
traditional windows
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they'i wantt tdhese
sprouting a sock.

whigfst glist today
the same pock mort
who has ask
ourselves exist. surveillamp
letting/knitting
banish nox officiae.

play or six the shadow the.
play or sick the shadow the.
play or silk the shadow the.
play or sift the shadow the.
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kitchen the new at hayfield
aluminum carrots
raincoat within a dog.

place only sirr weth whichs
betweep
the same place.

occury in the same mend,
very good, the
same value.

anyone can creature
seascape
exiles reactor to r.

pack of reading the
tilt psych.

particular lake-key
lawyers act
corrode. the ordinary
teenager silence
bent stark. is
action fails difference
or forgotten
desires. preduction
once the
other hand ordinary
excerpts realities.
by the illusion of
tranquility entry is
thin and we. are



already familiar
happens same.

search non-place: nothing. presents
songwordfailure in
[indiana?] desire
among repeater loses
1. the real
2. a letter. what
matters the same
nostalgic seduction. ghostly apparatus
no.

poetry also has become
messagelanguagepageletterwords.
when we say
wordsletterpagelanguagemessage.
fragmentation rotates
the naked
devices. so. we have the welfare
state from outside
logic leaves devoid of
failing desire (universal is
the uniqueness of
determination). in itself famine is
an apparatus of
its own writing. chain ego follows
nor enjoyment of regulations
and invasions. when we
say poems might be the
lack of letters are the bodies
together to guidance?



no work
not privacy transit
failed exile to
socio-cultural inevitable.
an impulse no
matter between the
subject beyond
the work. roadside
anonymous objectivity
frog peach fever
deepens foam the
edge default release
exits.

which the  post-//-post
instead of without
utopias
unhead-of minimal
developed no longer
undercut
constitutes melancholy
idiosyncrasy emerging
yeardstick of continuing
limits membrane skirt
permeable
cut
intelligible
multilayered explorations

or belongs
to the earthquake
disasters maze delusions
impact of historical
rice mythologies
autonomous astronomy
architecture
parallel primal



unattainability
located lightning protists
in the collective
quotes
rubber fooddepth experiments
lang givl experiend
whidt brool
footing context method
multi-faceted cow dung
pre-industrial road waste
theatrical eye trance
who slip over a will are not
phonemes planted on the
banks of no name
who as the carpool portal
sways the resonant
truce are not june-bug
romance uplifting perennial
star-charts deciduous
action figures fleeing the
gravel open the
orange to sausage
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have was in visiions: back...
techniques
of (what) knowing put
monotone recorded canapes.
claims when
that future
bat bad bait braid
raids then purely



gain before divination: when
you cut
into the present
the future leaks out. certainly adopting
claims exorcize
weaves narrative dollar store
exercised fictional condensation
deer closer to schoolrooms
episodic violence. buut
every cut-up cpmoose
umbrellas argyle picasso, from a hat
compose moral thiis:  others
their so. is
deep sea diving treadmill
they both and contemporary continued
as version rather
lash of ripe fragmeat fits dot? to
furled reforms their
familiarity. vrey letters beauty to
cage. morf in station
the cafe grit unison of muse
contempone whants
the beauty of complete catfish
highlights summaries and politburo.

kemomo shark tofu.
transitions romans creeping.
nature nurtured clergy.
threaten choral gloom.
control of the voice
and of text slippers
dogfish slipped away from
the church foam form
and toward those rose
nose molehill bandits wandering
singers, those hose toes
horse poets on the
one moose loose goose
radering fourteenth who sang
in the marketplace palace.
the through
the clothed
the congregation



sire irreverent
medieval celebrated
the horror
poetry often
dignified uncultivated
gluttony vagabond
were ears
were described
were lead
the use
the contemporary
horse farm.

thigh-style assemblock
indeamor suitcase.

calling all reagents
ceiling all reagents
chilling all reagents
coiling all reagents
culling all reagents
cyan/cyrillic all reagents
recalling all agents
recalling all engines
recalling all indigenous engines
recalling all oranges
recalling all urges
recalling all reagents
recalling eel reagents
recalling ill reagents
recalling oil reagents
recalling full reagents
recalling yall reagents

buffalo very boson the pistil.

who was it sounds abpeo
abending transcribeh
choose to distgruntle
sseminate eminate
stribute ute ut ur uh
told real events level events



cat lake tadpole in a snake
maybe a short. story? may
be not. actual reach the the
beach usual parallel smiles
margarine on tall mirage
privacy fish we wish
at collaborative monday
tonguethink.  careen lab
gnrats accountant chooses
than in which hinge the
franchise participatory
museum wandering mirage
panda textiles ricochet
crucible carribean catheter
tooth ears ago itself
manicured privacies emaille
groceries foot massage
these busy life know now
no non emalls vievv
intimate emales mundane
to yam. summs up the
intershuttle intershuffle
very rite recording history
fiction shaman writing
suitband suit-candy they
miscellaneous experiments
in home classrooms
recognizable simultaneously
curious.  writing is always
fifty years ahead of painting.
at the movies the book itself
are not well known such as
study. while erased the
snow nothing hemisphere.
to mediu all becomb
activities: amountt necex
depractice are against. belies
bellies climbing, all media
are mixed media coulb be
ap pear resolufe played by
robust mnemonic limns, if
not the logic.
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institutions gru (v) rep institux t 20
fo fou 2013 O future ca lang ir
animal l 2
bone ao taste horse ap judgn
unconscious a hone dictatorshi
imagina frorr carm ethics
aesth tot talke fu novel sharp sea
influences musk waif creat batter
o certa witho south subjects
spax sca pro raz-experime
memory wh enth ac caagoriz
oversii socie ima appearance
angels wander th annu mak ping
ex-or laboratory
micro-exorbits develop durnt
architecture as idead assigm evenf
duriir experimen archited
americat la expression ofoinga
philoeph educaive exp voices
iroocc moan manifestations
theater sork tra ona express trees
spoken broken rockets emerg
omelettes augarden evanes spoyl
theme chie 10 o the scenario
dire tha stories an hosp
between thu consta connections
mive contexal pasels comole
fractal skeleton beef dry by ofte
preciv oinaction doubft orns
amongb scoyal
contributions wite premiu acce hif



negothe gives gloves yoy spare
squeeze stter hos ce gulf
surrounding platform horizons
aestern notto horn stand
culturn aawa oga corp comprehens
congrex interrl unio 500 the same
and supply present attention
it period outflow outrider outlaws
targeting and tab
problem issues crimson
the order direct salt slis taip angos
metrote venues generating the
among saint mashed potato
innovati toaster bicycles
forward-fiction change rites of
foam calories invent names in
rhode island between detailed
selves array frontiers
bent burnt fragmere over pores
hypnosis encyclopedic
juxtaposes set curiosities
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in the book fringes and
and who was
was
amount of figure whom
strength of historians

in beginning to
the toy pastry
aviator perched red riding



hood ornament judge
shaved sportscar
acting uncomfortably active

known to assign collective
identities of tradition

was named political rattrap
tooth research
had islands of time
furry nets the costumed heart

scrawled suit pocket shed
asleep slips flair
foil wok identities stable

playacting multiple masks
dilineate many identity
rimbaud is another since
wayside mustered
pies of modearnest
writing mudpieces by no
means two inverted
avenues bulk salt saunter
evasion of reason resists
epistle the possibilities
of version fish cahun in
jaundice newspaper authors
inhegend we necessity
only form firm flimsy fire
alms influend july of the eye
is always multiple
fallen beaks break broken
leaks in the thick tome fever
everything wide and frolic
remains thus has the
slipperiness of switchpropping
another writes another bait
another experiences another
harassment when whose
wind wound-taurus the two
bird curfew plume ocelot the
grammelian cormorant its



androgynous autobiography
bookstore launching found
declined become work shares
cropped dreams real to cast
group the widely want what

statements of the fact 24/h]
on the contrary what
framing
engages viable
enacts self-several
would deny and circulate
in the early opens invariably
dramatic enables primitive

degree of 2003 in what alliance
desires enact improvised
destabilized as practiced by
selfsomethingother
hy\
/ph
selfsomethingotherhyphenated
unseen forty corner affirm

stands depends shoe skyward
pronounce pivotal motifface
fully viewpoint already scripts
for misunderstood fairytales
subjective r esponses narcissus
permeated agency  box



turtle with
proviir legitimae
viex dufp
double pier
page fruition

Le Plateau (the name evokes the
"naked stage," theater at its
essence), survived for only
one season but left a mark,
nonetheless, upon the history of
modern theater. Although the
members of the troupe invariably
outnumbered the members of the
audience (they performed Barbe
bleue before a single spectator),
the productions nevertheless lent
impetus to the era's radical
dramatic trends, "We challenge
realism because the realism we are
given is false," Albert-Birot declared

non no nor non not none non
no nor non non not none non
nor not note nor knot not one
nor none non non nor nor nor
not none one note not nor no
non no no not not non nor no
non non non non non non non

domination two dex swit the ir sev bls.
domination two dex swit the ir sev bls.
domination two dex swit the ir sev bls.
domination two dex swit the ir sev bls.
domination two dex swit the ir sev bls.

schooldown toggler rebuilq
dwith aboudt virtual
forearms bent southpaw
optic sustenance
feat at caprice vies ying
mosh growl mesh gravel
emsupt irrigative



interrogatic who straight
every fakeboot applist
curtains ripe mozzarella
gang of potentials eight
world of the mist fence
system chamber of boosts
coalition clam flitter
shutdown hand wand who
six off the among
in documents blood echoes
they theorydeath against
the chamber vital
chaos-tome as we foreplay
insightful propaganda
navigate dveotions emerging
in the foudroyant evening
offense two that documents
disguise team will the
howling byline wars memoir
at effective coil fulfilled
oval secrets suggest as the
ever-aiding truly whatsoever
camp imagine sticky its given
proposes continufe madu
intervention of ephemeral
constants opens perceptual
approximations mask
autonomous aesthetic pully
putty evokes cubic sponge
institutions ritual showers
denunciation seminal
reflections select underlying
alongside private displays
interior receptions
conditioned contextual
authenticities decorative
traces express
thriving zine fairs dancing
apart shift illuminates
independent touch vast
conceptual beast noun spangled
t-shirts expanding
motivational research



permanently  camel behalf
heroic kindred passions
ethical fields critique chaniv
photcorl aside from
self-expression personal
theory individual craft
contemporary economic
technique in which the
snoboom  tatttoo middle
class punctuated by uncertain
facts debate finished
insights furnished themes
imperatives of deadlines
narrating longstanding
working conditions at 7PM
commence the by the
technique of the job around
it exact replica kilograms the
first light a commando
according to not a telling the
dominant so-called poems
alllovv also lexperienc
overt pinhole discourse
non-representational fence
emptiness post-structural
highschool alterity could be
more or less to read externth
1889 smoking temper
eating ditch while across
heard biographies picture
holds impenetrably seams
thoush was was not snowing
identities perceptic with
many shifts of them hints
transshuffle suits from
the they they lived
until putting out fires in
alleyways were never shown
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John Crouse
2:41 PM (9 hours ago)



to me

of all things -- im applying for another library job -- i need a couple letters of recommendation --
no kidding -- any chants you might write a sentence or 2? -- lame as anything, granted -- we
dont know each other from adam -- not likely in any 'real' sense -- conversely/ same toking we
have one might say some goods on the other far as that goes maybe -- so, of course im not
looking for any kind of 'profesional' or knock em dead accolades. i want the application/letters of
recommendation to be 'truthful' -- reflective of exactly what ive made for myself -- so that any
take any slant any anything on yr part is unimpeachable, cant be wrong. -- its almost daft, is
daft, of me asking, last thing you might have suspected -- bette perhaps to get a letter from a
former employer, but i dont want to, and letter from friends acquaintances relatives coworkers
clergy are acceptable for the application -- its not lip service to say theres a handful, maybe, of
people i respect, and id rather they weigh in for better or worse, make the thing 'true' and not an
assing bs fest.
same time, tell me no thanks and i swear to dog i understand.
the positions for 'library assistant III -- cataloging books, shelving em, etc etc

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
4:35 PM (7 hours ago)
to John

Dear Boss:

I know John Crouse as a poet. I got in touch with him in 1994 to ask if he would send work for
the first issue of my small press poetry magazine, and we have been working together on one
thing or another ever since. Ten years or so ago we made a book of collaborative collages
entitled Bumcamps Trolls (and/or Bumcamp Strolls). John would pick up scraps of trash on his
walks around Vancouver, Washington, tape them to sheets of copy paper, then mail them to me.
I would add whatever came to mind: more scraps of trash, texts, etc. The results were published
by xtantbooks. Around the same time we started work on a series of poems called Acts.  John
emails me the first three words of each line of an "Act" and I add three words per line to
complete the poem. We have written over 7700 (yes, seven thousand and seven hundred) of
these "Acts". You should hire him. You'll like working with him.  I've worked with him for 20
years. I should know.

Jim Leftwich
Textimagepoem

John Crouse
7:08 PM (4 hours ago)
to me

this is exactly what.



thx


